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The classical theory of controllability for deterministic systems is extended to
linear stochastic systems defined on infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaces. Three
types of stochastic controllability are studied: approximate, complete, and S-con-
trollability. Tests for complete, approximate, and S-controllabilities are proved and
the relation between the controllability of linear stochastic systems and the
controllability of the corresponding deterministic systems is studied.  2001 Aca-
demic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
The present paper systematically studies the notions of controllability
for stochastic dynamical systems, described by linear stochastic differential
equations in Hilbert spaces.
For finite-dimensional systems, the notion of controllability was intro-
 duced by Kalman 12 . Later, the notion was extended to infinite-dimen-
Ž    .sional systems see Fattorini 11 and Russel 17 and many interesting
Ž  .results were obtained see for example 5, 8, 20 . Afterward, many works
appeared concerning controllability of stochastic systems. We mention a
 few here 14, 9, 10, 13, 16, 18, 19 .
In a stochastic setting there are at least three concepts of controllability;
complete controllability, approximate controllability, and S-controllability.
These notions are introduced in Section 2. One of these three concepts,
S-controllability of partially observed linear stochastic systems, was studied
Ž  .by Bashirov and this author see 2, 3 .
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With reference to infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaces, three types of
stochastic controllability are studied, approximate, complete, and S-con-
trollability, all of which generalize the classical ones of deterministic
systems in infinite-dimensional spaces. Our analysis then shows the follow-
ing:
Ž .i The complete controllability of the linear stochastic system at
time T , the small time complete controllability of the linear stochastic
system, and the small time complete controllability of the corresponding
Ž .deterministic system are equivalent Section 3 .
Ž .ii The approximate controllability of the linear stochastic system
at time T , the small time approximate controllability of the linear stochas-
tic system, and the small time approximate controllability of the corre-
Ž .sponding deterministic system are equivalent Section 4 .
Ž .iii The small time approximate controllability of the stochastic
system is equivalent to the small time S-controllability of the same system
Ž  .with the gaussian control set Section 5; see also 1, 3, 4 .
It is known that criteria for controllability in infinite-dimensional sys-
T Ž . T Žtems can be obtained by considering the operator L u  H S T0 0
. Ž . T Ž T . Tt Bu t dt and studying the positiveness of L L   . To investi-0 0 0
gate controllability concepts we define the stochastic analogue of LT ,0
Ž T . TL , and study the relationship between the controllability operator 0 0
and its stochastic analogue T. We also find a formula for the control0
which transfers the linear stochastic system from an arbitrary x to an0
arbitrary h under natural conditions.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Notations
Ž .  4Let , F, P be a probability space with filtration F : 0 t T ; X,t
Ž .H, E, and U are separable Hilbert spaces. Let w t be a Wiener process
on E with covariance operator Q and  be an H-valued Gaussian
Ž .variable with mean x and covariance operator P . w t is a vector-valued0 0 1
Wiener process on R with covariance matrix Q . We assume that  , w, wk 1 1
Ž 12 .are mutually independent. L Q E, H is the space of all Hilbert2
Schmidt operators from Q12E into H endowed with the HilbertSchmidt
  Ž .norm  . L U, H is the space of all linear bounded operators from U2
FŽ .to H. L 0, T ; X is the space of the F -adapted, X-valued measurable2 t
Ž .   T  Ž . 2 Žprocess  t,  on 0, T such that EH 	 t,  dt
. B ;0 2
Ž k .. Ž k . Ž .L R , U is the space of all L R , U -valued functions on  t, s : 0
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4 s t T that are strongly measurable and square integrable with
Ž . Ž . Ž .respect to the Lebesgue measure on . L F , H  L , F , H . D R2 T 2 T
is a domain and Im R is an image of the linear operator R. A self-adjoint
Ž . ² :operator R on a Hilbert space H is nonnegative R	 0 if Rz, z 	 0
Ž . Ž . ² :for all z
D R ; R is positive R 0 if Rz, z  0 for all nonzero
Ž . Ž .z
D R ; and R is coercive R  I	 0 if there exists a  0 such that
² :   2 Ž .Rz, z 	  z for all z
D R . Let f be a P-measurable function on
Ž . to L 0, T ; Y and Y a Hilbert space. For 0 t T , denote by f the2 t
  Ž .restriction of f to 0, t  and by  f denote the -algebra generatedt
Ž . Ž Ž . .by f s , 0 s t. Let X  L ,  f , P, X . The sett f 2 tt
  X dt x
 L 0, T ; X : x 
 X for a.e. t
 0, TŽ . 4H f 2 t ft t
is the Hilbertian sum of subspaces X .f t
Partially Obserable Systems
We consider the class of infinite-dimensional partially observable
 stochastic system in the interval 0, T ,
dx t  Ax t  Bu t dt  dw t , x 0   ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
1Ž .
dz t  Cx t  F dw t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .1
Ž .where A is the infinitesimal generator of a C -semigroup S t on H, B
0
Ž . Ž 12 . Ž k .L U, H , 
 L Q E, H , C
 L H, R , Q and F are invertible, and2 1
1 1 Ž k .  Q , F, F 
 L R . Following Bensoussan and Viot 6 , to avoid the1
problem of the dependence of U on the control process, we take the classz t
of admissible controls
 
0U  U dt U dt ,H Had z zt t
0Ž .where z  is the observation process under zero control. For these
  0admissible controls, u
U ; it was shown in 6 that U U and so isad z zt t
Ž .independent of the particular control chosen. So for u
U , 1 is aad
well-defined stochastic process and u is actually ‘‘feedback’’ in the sense of
Ž . Ž .feedback control laws u t   t, z , where  is measurable, nonanticipa-t
tive, and satisfies a uniform Lipschitz condition are admissible.
Ž .  0Ž . t  0Ž . 04 Let I t  z t  H CE x s Z ds be an innovation process and0 s
Ž . 0 Ž 0. Ž .let Z   z , Z   z , and I   I be -algebras generated byt t t t t t
Ž . 0Ž . Ž .z  , z  , and I  , respectively. Introduce an important class of admissi-t t t
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ble controls, denoted by U g , defined by a linear feedback on the observa-ad
tion
t 
u t  K t , s dz s  t :Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hg  0U  . 2Ž .ad
k    
 L 0, T ; U , K ,  
B  ; L R , UŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .2 2
Ž  . g Ž .LEMMA 2.1 see 19 . U U . In other words, there exist   
ad ad 1
Ž  . Ž . Ž Ž h ..L 0, T ; U and R ,  
B ; L R , U such that2 2
t
u t  R t , s dw s  t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆH 1
0
Ž . 0 Ž .The innoation process I t is a Wiener process relatie to Z and w tˆt
1 Ž . Ž . F I t , where w t is a k-dimensional Wiener process with coarianceˆ
matrix Q .1
Ž  . Ž .LEMMA 2.2 see 7 . If u  
U then the Kalman filterad
x t  E x t Z  E x t Z 0 4Ž . Ž . Ž . 4ˆ t t
is the mild solution of
dx t  Ax t  Bu t dtD t dw t , x 0  x , 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ 0
Ž . Ž .  Ž  .1 Ž .where D   P  C FQ F F and P  is a solution of the Riccati1
equation
d
  ² :² : ² : ² :P t h , k  P t h , A k  A h , P t k  Q h , kŽ . Ž . Ž .
dt
1  P t C FQ F CP t h , k  0,Ž . Ž . Ž .² :1
P 0  P , h , k
D A .Ž . Ž .0
Ž .The mild solution of the linear stochastic differential equation 3 can
be written as
t
x t ; x , u  S t x  S t s Bu s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ H0 0
0
t
 S t s D s dw s . 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆH
0
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Ž .We also consider the deterministic system corresponding to 4 ,
t
y t ; y ,   S t y  S t s B s ds, 5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H0 0
0
Ž . Ž  .for y 
H and   
 L 0, T ; U .0 2
The Stochastic Controllability Operator
T Ž .Define the operator L : U L Z , H , the controllability operator0 2 T
T Ž . Ž . Ž . : L Z , H  L Z , H associated with 4 , and the controllabilitys 2 T 2 T
T Ž .operator  associated with 5 ass
TTL u S T s Bu s ds, 6Ž . Ž . Ž .H0
0
T  T  4  4   S T t BB S T t E Z dt , 7Ž . Ž . Ž .Hs t
s
and
T  T  S T t BB S T t dt , 8Ž . Ž . Ž .Hs
s
ZŽ .where U L 0, T ; U .2
It is straightforward that the operators LT , T, T are linear bounded0 s s
Ž T . Ž Ž . . Toperators, and the adjoint L 
 L L Z , H , U of L is defined by0 2 T 0
  T  4L z B S T t E z ZŽ .Ž .0 t
and
T T T  L L .Ž .0 0 0
Before studying the stochastic control problem, let us first investigate
T T Ž T . Žthe relationship between  and  , s r T , and R ,   Is r s
T .1 Ž T . Ž T .1 and R ,   I  , s r T , for  0, respectively.s r r
Ž . Ž . ZŽLEMMA 2.3. For eery z
 L Z , H there exists 	  
 L 0, T ;2 T 2
Ž k ..L R , H such that
Ž .  4  4 t Ž . Ž .a E z Z  E z  H 	 s dw s ,ˆt 0
Ž . T T T T Ž . Ž .b  z  E z H  	 r dw r ,ˆs s s r
Ž . Ž T . Ž T .  4 T Ž T . Ž . Ž .c R ,  z R ,  E z Z  H R ,  	 r dw r .ˆs s s s r
Ž .  4Proof. a We consider an orthonormal basis of H, denoted by h . Letj
 H  h , . . . , h be the finite-dimensional subspace generated by h ,n 1 n 1
. . . , h . Let P : HH projection and let z n P z. Then z n 
n n n n
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Ž .   nŽ . ZŽL Z , H and by 15, Theorem 5.6 there exists 	  
 L 0, T ;2 T n 2
Ž k ..L R , H such thatn
tn n n 4E z Z  E z  	 s dw s . 9 4 Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆHt
0
Since
2 2n n  4E E z Z  E z Z  E z  z  0, 4t t
  n 44   n44the sequences E z Z and E z are fundamental and by Ito’s for-t
mula from the equality
2 2n m n m E E z Z  E z Z  E z  E z 4  4t t
t 2n m E 	 s  	 s dsŽ . Ž .H
0
 nŽ .4we obtain that the sequence 	  is fundamental. Thus there exists a
Ž . ZŽ Ž k .. nŽ . Ž .function 	  
 L 0, T ; L R , H such that 	   	  strongly in2
ZŽ Ž k ..L 0, T ; L R , H . Now, to obtain the desired representation it remains2
Ž .to pass the limit in 9 .
Ž . Ž . Ž .b Let z
 L Z , H . From Part a it follows that there exists2 T
ZŽ Ž k ..	
 L 0, T ; L R , H such that2
t 4  4E z Z  E z  	 s dw s .Ž . Ž .ˆHt
0
The definition of the operator T and the stochastic Fubini Theorem leads
to the desired representation,
T  T  4 z S T t BB S T t E z Z dtŽ . Ž .Hs t
s
T t   4 S T t BB S T t E z Z  	 r dw r dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆH Hs
s s
T T  T  4  E z Z  S T t BB S T t 	 r dt dw rŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆH Hs s
s r
TT T 4  E z Z   	 r dw r .Ž . Ž .ˆHs s r
s
Ž . Ž . Ž .c This follows from a and b .
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Definitions
Let us introduce the sets
R t , x  x t ; x , u  u
U , 4Ž . Ž .ˆ0 0 ad
2pA t , x  h
H :u
U P x t ; x , u  h   	 p .Ž . Ž .ˆ½ 5ž / 0 ad 0
First we define the stochastic analogue of complete controllability and
approximate controllability concepts.
Ž .DEFINITION 2.1. The linear stochastic system 4 is said to be
Ž .   Ž .a completely controllable on 0, T if all the points in L Z , H2 T
can be reached from the point x at time T , that is, if0
R T , x  L Z , H ;Ž . Ž .0 2 T
Ž .  b approximately controllable on 0, T if
R T , x  L Z , H .Ž . Ž .0 2 T
That is, it is possible to steer from the point x to within a distance  00
Ž .from all points in the state space L Z , H at time T.2 T
To introduce the S-controllability notion we need the following theorem
which shows that we need not introduce separately approximate controlla-
bility and complete controllability concepts in the stochastical sense.
Denote
A T , x  A p T , x .Ž . Ž .0  0
0, 0p1
THEOREM 2.1. The following proposition holds:
pA T , x  A T , x  A T , x .Ž . Ž . Ž .0  0 0
0, 0p1
Proof. It is known that
pA T , x  A T , x .Ž . Ž .0  0
0, 0p1
We will only show that
pA T , x  A T , x .Ž . Ž .  0 0
0, 0p1
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pLet h
 A T , x and fix   0, 0 p  1. Then thereŽ . 0, 0 p1  0 0 0
pŽ . Ž . Ž .exist h 
 A T , x and N   0 such that for all nN  ,n  0 0 0
  2h  h   4,n 0
p0 Ž .for all  0, 0 p 1. On the other hand, since h 
 A T , x thenn  4 00
there exists u
U withad
2
 P x T ; x , u  h   4  1 p .Ž .ˆ½ 50 n 0 0
Hence, for such u
U we havead
2
P x T ; x , u  h  Ž .ˆ½ 50 n 0
  P x T ; x , u  h  h  h  Ž . 'ˆ½ 50 n n 0
 P x T ; x , u  h   2 Ž . ' 'ˆ½ 50 n 0 0
 1 p .0
From this
2 2
P x T ; x , u  h    1 P x T ; x , u  h  Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ½ 5 ½ 50 0 0 0
	 1 1 p  p .Ž .0 0
p0Ž .Thus, h
 A T , x . As   0, 0 p  1 are arbitrary, we have h
 0 0 00 pŽ . A T , x . 0, 0 p1  0
This theorem motivates us to introduce the following concept.
Ž .DEFINITION 2.2. The linear stochastic system 4 is said to be S-control-
lable if
A T , x  A T , x H ;Ž . Ž .0 0
i.e., given an arbitrary  0 it is possible to steer from the point x to0'within a distance  from all points in the state space H at time T with a
probability arbitrarily close to one.
If T 0 can be arbitrarily small, we add the words ‘‘small time’’ in front
of ‘‘controllable.’’ We say small time completely controllable, small time
approximately controllable, and small time S-controllable.
Minimum Energy Principle
We define the linear regulator problem: Minimize
T2 2
J u  E x T ; x , u  h  E u t dt , 10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ H0
0
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Ž . Ž . Ž .over all u  
U , where x t; x , u is a state process, defined by 4 ;ˆad 0
Ž .h
 L Z , H and  0 are parameters; and h has the representation2 T
 4 T Ž . Ž . Ž .h E h  H h s dw s see Lemma 2.3 .ˆ0
Ž .LEMMA 2.4. There exists a unique optimal control u  
U at whichad
Ž .the functional 10 takes on its minimum alue and
u t BS  T t R , T S T x  EhŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .0 0½
t T R ,  S T s D s  h s dw s , 11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆŽ .H s 5
0
x T ; x , u  h R , T S T x  EhŽ .Ž .ˆŽ . Ž .0 0 0
T T R ,  S T s D s  h s dw s .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆŽ .H s
0
12Ž .
 Proof. The proof is similar to that of 14 and hence will be omitted.
The next lemma gives a formula for a control transferring x to an0
Ž  .arbitrary h for the deterministic analogue of this formula see 4, 5 .
LEMMA 2.5. Assume that for arbitrary 0 t T the operator T ist
inertible. Then
Ž . Ž .i for arbitrary x 
H and h
 L Z , H the control0 2 T
1 0 Tu B S T t  S T x  EhŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .t 0 0½
t 1T  S T s D s  h s dw sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆŽ .H s 5
0
transfers x to h at time T.0
Ž . Ž .ii Among all controls u  transferring x to h at time T the control0
0Ž . T  Ž . 2u  minimizes the integral EH u t dt.0
 Proof. Combine 20, Theorem 2.3 with Lemma 2.3.
3. THE COMPLETE CONTROLLABILITY
In this section necessary and sufficient conditions for complete control-
lability are discussed.
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Ž .  THEOREM 3.1. The control system 4 is completely controllable on 0, T
if and only if any one of the following conditions holds.
Ž . Ta  	  I.0
Ž . Ž T . b R ,  conerges as  0 in uniform operator topology.0
Ž . Ž T . c R ,  conerges to the zero operator as  0 in uniform0
operator topology.
Proof. The proof of the theorem follows closely the proof of 16,
Theorem 1 .
THEOREM 3.2. The following four conditions are equialent.
Ž . Ž .  a The stochastic system 4 is completely controllable on 0, T .
Ž . Ž .b The deterministic system 5 is completely controllable on eery
 s, T , 0 s T.
Ž . Ž .c The deterministic system 5 is small time completely controllable.
Ž . Ž .d The stochastic system 5 is small time completely controllable.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. It is clear that b  c and d  a . The proof will consist in
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .showing that a  b and that c  d .
Ž . Ž . Ž .a  b . Assume that the stochastic system 4 is completely con-
  Ž .trollable on 0, T . Then by Theorem 3.1 a ,
² T :   2E  z , z 	 E z for some  0 and all z
 L Z , H .Ž .0 2 T
Ž .To prove the complete controllability of the deterministic system 5 let us
write the left-hand side of the above inequality in terms of T. To do thiss
we use Lemma 2.3,
k
TT T T² :E  z , z  E  E z  	 s dw s ,Ž . Ž .ˆÝ H0 0 s j j¦ 0j1
k
T
E z 	 s dw sŽ . Ž .ˆÝ H j j ;0j1
k
TT T² :  E z , E z  E   	 s , 	 s ds² :Ž . Ž .Ý H0 j s j j
0j1
k
T 22 	  E z  E  	 s ds .Ž .Ý Hj jž /0j1
Ž .If E z 0 and 	 s is such that
h if s
 r , r .
	 s Ž .1 ½ 0 otherwise
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Ž .  and 	   0, j 2, 3, . . . , k, 
 0, T , then the last inequality can bej
rewritten as
r r 2T 	 s , 	 s ds	 	 s ds.² :Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hs 1 1 1
r r
Dividing through by  , and taking the limit as  0 one can see that
² T :   2 h , h 	  h , for some  0. 13Ž .r
Ž .  That is, the system 5 is completely controllable on each r, T .
Ž . Ž . Ž .c  d . If the deterministic system 5 is controllable on every
  rs,  , then the operator  is invertible and an operator defined bys
1 1 r r z  E z  	 s dw sŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž . ˆH0 0 s
0
is the inverse of  . From the invertibility of  for all  0 we obtain0 0
Ž .small time complete controllability of the system 4 .
4. THE APPROXIMATE CONTROLLABILITY
Ž .THEOREM 4.1. The control system 4 is approximately controllable on
 0, T if and only if any one of the following conditions holds.
Ž . Ta   0.0
Ž . Ž T . b R ,  conerges to the zero operator as  0 in the strong0
operator topology.
Ž . Ž T . c R ,  conerges to the zero operator as  0 in the weak0
operator topology.
Proof. The proof is a straightforward adaptation of the proof of 14,
Theorem 2 .
THEOREM 4.2. The following four conditions are equialent.
Ž . Ž .  a The stochastic system 4 is approximately controllable on 0, T .
Ž . Ž .b The deterministic system 5 is approximately controllable on eery
 s, T , 0 s T.
Ž . Ž .c The deterministic system 5 is small time approximately control-
lable.
Ž . Ž .d The stochastic system 4 is small time approximately controllable.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. It is clear that b  c and d  a .
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Ž . Ž . Ž .a  b . Let the stochastic system 4 be an approximately control-
 lable on 0, T . Then
2TE R ,  z  0.Ž .0
Ž .From this and 12 we have
2 2T TE R ,  z  R ,  E zŽ . Ž .0 0
k
T 2TE  R ,  	 s ds 0. 14Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý Hj s j
0j1
From here
k
T 2TE  R ,  	 s ds 0Ž .Ž .Ý Hj s j
0j1
Ž . ZŽ Ž k ..for all 	  
 L 0, T , L R , H , and consequently there is a subse-2 2
 4quence  such that for all h
H,k
T   R  ,  h  0, almost everywhere on 0, T .Ž .k k s
Ž T .Because of the continuity of R ,  this property holds for all 0 ss
Ž .T. The latter means that the deterministic system 5 is approximately
 controllable on every s, T , 0 s T.
Ž . Ž . Ž .c  d . If the deterministic system 5 is approximately control-
   Ž  .  lable on every s,  then R ,  h  0 as  0 . Sinces
k k
2 2r R ,  	 s   	 sŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý Ýj s j j j
j1 j1
Ž .by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem from 14 , we get
2 E R ,  z  0 as  0 .Ž .0
Ž .That is, the stochastic system 4 is small time approximately controllable.
Ž .THEOREM 4.3. Let S t be analytic. The following are equialent.
Ž . Ž .  a The stochastic system 4 is approximately controllable on 0, T .
Ž . Ž .  b The deterministic system 5 is approximately controllable on 0, T .
Ž . Ž .c The deterministic system 5 is small time approximately control-
lable.
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. It is known that b  c if S t is an analytic semigroup.
Ž . Ž .a  c follows from Theorem 4.2.
5. THE S-CONTROLLABILITY
To compare approximate controllability and S-controllability concepts
let us restrict ourselves to the case when the control set has to be the
gaussian set U g .ad
THEOREM 5.1. The following two conditions are equialent:
Ž . Ž .  i The stochastic system 4 is approximately controllable on 0, T .
Ž . Ž .ii The stochastic system 4 is small time controllable with the control
set U g .ad
Ž . Ž . Ž .Proof. i  ii . Since the system 4 is approximately controllable then
 by Theorem 4.2 it is approximately controllable on every s,  , so
Ž  . R ,   0 strongly as  0 . Lemma 2.4 says that for arbitrarys
Ž .nonrandom h
H there exists a gaussian control
u t BS   t R ,  S  x  hŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .0 0½
t
 R ,  S  s D s dw sŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . ˆH s 5
0
in U g such thatad
x  ; x , u  h R ,  S  x  EhŽ .Ž . Ž .ˆŽ .0 0 0
T
 R ,  S  s D s dw s ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . ˆH s
0
from which we deduce that
2 E x  ; x , u  h  0, as  0 .ˆŽ .0
Ž . gNow small time S-controllability of the system 4 with the control set Uad
follows from Chebyshev’s inequality.
Ž . Ž .ii  i . The proof of this implication is similar to the proofs given
    Ž .in 1 and 4, Theorem 12 . Suppose that the system 4 is small time
S-controllable. Let h
H and look at the sequences
 4  4 :   0,   0 and p : 0 p  1, p  1 .n n n n n n
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 n4 gThen there exists a sequence u 
U such thatad
2nP x T ; x , u  h   	 pŽ .ˆ½ 50 n n
and, consequently, for arbitrary  0 there is a number N such that
0    2 andn
n nP x T ; x , u  h    1 P x T ; x , u  h   4  4Ž . Ž .ˆ ˆ0 0
2n 1 P x T ; x , u  h  Ž .ˆ½ 50 n
2n P x T ; x , u  h  Ž .ˆ½ 50 n
 1 p ,n
Ž n.for all nN. This inequality implies the convergence of x T ; x , u to hˆ 0
in probability, so that for arbitrary  0,
nP x T ; x , u  h    0, as n 
. 4Ž .ˆ 0
Then for all x
H,
i² xˆŽT ; x , u n. , x: i²h , x:0lim Ee  Ee .
n

Ž n. ŽOn the other hand, since x T ; x , u is a Gaussian random variable asˆ 0
Ž . n.the solution of 4 corresponding to the Gaussian control u , from the
above convergence of characteristic functions and the gaussianity of
Ž n.x T ; x , u and h it follows thatˆ 0
i² xˆŽT ; x , u n. , x: i²m , x: Ž12.² x , x:0 n nEe  e
and
lim ei²m n , x: Ž12.² n x , x: ei²h , x: .
n

So for all x
H,
² : ² : ² :m , x  h , x and  x , x  0 as n 
,n n
Ž n. Ž Ž n..where m  E x T ; x , u and   cov x T ; x , u . The first conver-ˆ ˆn 0 n 0
 4gence means that the sequence m 
H converges weakly to h
H inn
H. By Mazur’s theorem we can construct the sequence
n n
n n nh  c m , c 	 0, c  1, i 1, 2, . . . ,Ý Ýn i i i i
i1 i1
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Ž i.of convex combinations of m  E x T ; x , u , i 1, 2, . . . , n, such that hˆi 0 n
converges to h in the strong topology of H. Denote un Ýn cnui,˜ i1 i
n 1, 2, . . . . It is obvious that un 
U g . In view of the affineness of the˜ ad
Ž .system 4 , we have
n n n
n n i n ih  c m  c E x T ; x , u  E x T ; x , c uˆ ˆŽ .Ý Ý Ýn i i i 0 0 iž /
i1 i1 i1
 E x T ; x , un .Ž .ˆ ˜0
n n Ž n.Now, if   Eu 
 V then h  y T ; x ,  and, consequently,˜ ˜ ˜n 0
n  lim y T ; x ,   h  lim h  h  0,Ž .˜0 n
n
 n

Ž . Ž .which means that the system 5 and by Theorem 4.2 the system 4 are
small time approximately controllable.
Remark 5.1. If H is finite-dimensional space, then the complete con-
trollability, the approximate controllability, the S-controllability of the
Ž .stochastic system 4 , and the controllability of the corresponding deter-
Ž . Ž  .ministic system 5 coincide see 14 .
6. APPLICATIONS
In general, it is hard to prove that a system is completely controllable.
We consider a simple example here as an application of Theorem 3.1.
Ž .Consider the controlled wave equation with a distributed control u t, 
Ž .
 L 0, 1 ,2
2 2d  t y t , x    x y t , x  u t , x dt dw t ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
y t , 0  y t , 1  0,Ž . Ž . 15Ž .
y 0, x  f x ,  t y 0, x  g x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .where w  is a Wiener process. By proceeding in a way similar to that in
  Ž 12 . Ž .6 we introduce the Hilbert space XD A  L 0, 1 , endowed with0 2
the inner product

w 1 1 2 2² : ² :² : ² :² :w ,   ,  n  w , e e ,   w , e e ,  , 4Ý 1 n n 1 2 n n 2¦ ;w 2 2 n1
'Ž . Ž .where e   2 sin n . Settingn
y f 0 0z , z 0  , B , D ,Ž . g I I t yŽ .
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Ž .we write the problem 15 as
f
dz Az Bu dtD dw , z 0  ,Ž . Ž . g
where
0 I
A ;A 00
Ž 2 2 .A h d d h with domain0
h
 L 0, 1  h , dd h are absolutely continuous,Ž . Ž .2
D A  ;Ž .0 2 2½ 5d d h
 L 0, 1 , and h 0  0 h 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . 2
Ž .and A is the infinitesimal generator of a contraction semigroup S t on X
given by
n1
 zz cos n t n sin n tŽ . Ž . Ž . 11S t  e .Ž . Ý n nz z2 n sin n t cos n tŽ . Ž . 2n1
 Ž . Ž .   It is easy to see that S t  S t and B  0, I .
 By Theorem 2.4 the system will be completely controllable on 0, T if
 Ž T .  Ž T .R ,   0 as  0 . Calculation of R ,  yields.0 0
T  T z S t BB S t z dtŽ . Ž .H0
0
1 sin 2nT 1Ž .
T cos 2nT  1Ž .Ž . n2 2
 ž / z2 2n 4n  1 e ,Ý n nz1 1 sin 2nTŽ . 2n1 cos 2nT  1 TŽ .Ž . ž /4 2 2n
 0n n
 
 a bz zn n1 1T I  z A e  eŽ . Ý Ýn n0 n n n0 z zc d2 2n1 n1 n n
T sin 2nT 1Ž .
2   sin nTŽ .
 2 22 4n 2n  Ý 1 T sin 2nTŽ .n1 2 sin nT  Ž .
2 2 4n
nz1
 e ,n nz2
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1 0 2 2 0 2Ž . Ž .where a   T2 sin 2nT 4n , c  n  b  sin nT ,n n n 2
 Ž .and d   T2 sin 2nT 4n , 	 0.n
1 sin2 nTŽ .
 2 2det A    T T n 2 2ž /4 n 
 2  T det A0 	 det A0n n
n
 z1 1 1T I  z A eŽ . Ž .Ý n0 n nz2n1
 0 n
 d b z1 n n 1 det A eŽ .Ý nn n0  zc a 2n1 n n
 0 n
 d b z1 1 n n 1T I  z , z  det A e , z¦ ;Ž . Ž .Ý n0 n n0 ¦ ;zc a 2n1 n n


1 2 2 2  n 0 n n  det A n  d z  b z zŽ . Ž .Ý n n 1 n 1 2
n1
20 n n  n  c z z  a zŽ .n 1 2 n 2


1 2 2 2  n 0 n n  det A n  d z  2c Re z zŽ .Ž .Ý n n 1 n 1 2
n1
2 n a zn 2


1 2 2 2  0 n  det A n  d  c zŽ . Ž .Ý n n n 1
n1
2 0 n  a  c zŽ .n n 2


1 2 2 2  0 n  det A n  d  c zŽ . Ž .Ý n n n 1
n1
2 0 n  a  c zŽ .n n 2

    
2 22 2 0 0 n 0 0 n    n  d  b z  a  c z ,Ý ž / ž /n n 1 n n 2
n1
where
sin 2nTŽ .
2 T0 ž /d 2nn0d  n 0 2det A sin nTŽ .n 2T  2 2n 
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sin 2nTŽ .
2 T0 ž /a 2nn0a  n 0 2det A sin nTŽ .n 2T  2 2n 
 0 2c 2 sin 2nTŽ .n0c  n 0 2det A sin nTŽ .n 2T  2 2n 
 0 2b 2 sin 2nTŽ .n0b  n 0 2det A sin nTŽ .n 2 2 2n  T  2 2ž /n 

   1 2 2T 2 2 0 n 0 n n 0 n   I  z , z  n  d z  2c Re z z  a zŽ .¦ ;Ž . Ý0 n 1 n 1 2 n 2
n1

    
2 22 2 0 0 n 0 0 n    n  d  c z  a  c zÝ ž / ž /n n 1 n n 2
n1

    
2 22 2 0 0 n 0 0 n    n  d  b z  a  c z . 16Ž .Ý ž / ž /n n 1 n n 2
n1
   
2 20 0 0 0 It is easy to see that d  , a  , c   , b  0. So the sequencesn n n c nT T   
0 0 0 0d , a , c , b are bounded, say,n n n n
   
0 0 0 0max d , a , c , b   .½ 5n n n n 0
n	1
Ž .Then from 16 we obtain

    1 2 2T 2 2 0 0 n 0 0 n   I  z , z  n  d  b z  a  c z¦ ;Ž . Ý ž / ž /0 n n 1 n n 2
n1


2 2 22 2 n n       n  z  z   z ,Ý0 1 2 0
n1
from which it follows that
1T  I   0, as  0 .Ž .0
Ž .That is, the deterministic system corresponding to 15 and consequently
Ž .the stochastic system 15 are completely controllable.
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